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ABSTRACT 
The periodic Lyapunov difference equation (PLDE) and periodic Riccati dif- 
ference equation (PRDE) are dealt with. The inertia (i.e., the number of positive, null, 
and negative eigenvalues) of any symmetric periodic solution of such equations is 
linked with the pattern of eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix associated with the 
open-loop (for PLDE) or closed-loop (for PRDE) underlying systems. Different results 
are obtained by imposing requirements with decreasing strength to the original 
system. Precisely, assumptions of observability, reconstructibility, and detectability 
are successively introduced. Some results are also given for the particular case of 
positive semidefinite periodic solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of the Lyapunov and Riccati equations is widely recognized 
to I)e frmdamental in many topics of linear systems theory. In particular, the 
Lyaplmov eqrlation is a basic tool in the study of linear systems stability, 
\vhereas the Riccati equcation arises in many problems related to optimal 
filtering and control. Depending on whether continuous-time or discrete-time 
systems are considered, one has to handle either differential or difference 
eqilations, respectively. 
Some allthors have investigated the properties of the solutions of those 
eqllations in connection with the structural properties of the underlying 
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syatcm. Such results fall under the heading of “ inertia theorems.” Precisely, 
iii the time-iuvariant case, it has been shown that, under the assiuription of 
sy<tent olrservalrility, the eigenvalues of the solutions are linked irr a direct 
way with the eigenvalues of the system dynamic matrix (see, e.g., [ 17, 11, 19, 
21. 201). These results have proved to be useful in the stability analysis of 
uiiiltivariable linear control systems [ 13, 141 and in the development of the 
theory of the Riccati equation [ 12, 161. Recently, the more genera1 case of 
colltitlllorl~-tiIne periodic systems has been considered iii [ 181. The inail 
rest&s of that paper can be seen as an extension to the periodic case of the 
theorems derived in [21, 201. As a matter of fact, it is proved in [ 181 that if 
the system is observable, a close relationship exists between the eigenvalues 
of the periodic solutions of the periodic Lyapmlov and Hiccati differential 
eqtiations and the eigenvalues of the so-called system mouodromy matrix. Ry 
weakening the assumption of observability to detectability, some uevv inertia 
theorems for the continuous-tinge periodic case have been obtained iu [S] am1 
171. 
The aim of the present paper is to provide inertia theorems for the 
periodic Lyapunov and Riccati difference equations. As far as the assump- 
tions of observability and detectability are concerned, the results presented in 
this paper turn out to be an extension to the discrete-time context of the 
theorems given in [18, 6, 71. However, when switching from continuous time 
to discrete time, a more intriguing and varied problem is to be tackled. 
Actually, it is well known (see e.g. [15]) that, contrary to the continuous-time 
case, the properties of observability and reconstructibility for a nonreversible 
discrete-time linear periodic system are not equivalent to each other. Pre- 
cisely, system reconstructibility (state determination using past outputs) is 
only a necessary condition for system observability (state determination using 
future outputs). As a consequence, starting from the weaker assumption of 
reconstructibility instead of observability, new additional inertia theorems 
can be formulated. 
All the proofs in this paper basically rely on modal characterizations of 
observability, reconstructibility, and detectability for discrete-time periodic 
systems. Such characterizations are discussed in detail in [3, 91. Actually, 
those papers deal with reachability, controllability, and stabilizability, which 
are the dual notions of observability, reconstructibility, and detectability, 
respectively. In this respect, it is worthwhile noticing that all the results 
contained in this paper can be easily extended by duality to the case where 
the dual versions of the Lyapunov and Riccati equations are considered. 
The paper is organized as follows. 111 Section 2, the concepts aud the 
notatiou that will be used throughout the paper are introduced. In particular, 
the 1110tlal characterizations of observability, recoilitlilctil)ility, and detect- 
aljility are presented here and briefly discussed. The inertia theorems for the 
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periodic Lyapunov difference equation and the periodic Riccati difference 
equation are derived in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Some final comments 
are reported in Section 5. 
2. I’RELIMINARIES 
The class of systems dealt with in this paper is described by 
x(t+l)=A(t)x(t)+B(t)u(t), (1.a) 
y(t) =C(t)x(t), (lb) 
where t E Z (the set of integers), x(~)E R”, u(t)= R”‘, y(t) E RP, and 
A( .), B( .), C( .) are real T-periodic matrix functions of suitable dimensions, 
i.e., 
:\( I + 1’) = A(t), B(t+T)=B(t), C(t+T)=C(t) V’t. 
Let @( f , T), t >, 7, be the transition matrix of the system (1) (see the 
/\ppentlix for a precise definition). Then 5, = @(t + T, t ) is usually called the 
nrot~odromy matrix at time t. Its eigenvalues are independent of t. Moreover, 
the system (1) is asymptotically stable if and only if all the eigenvalues of 6, 
lie inside the open unit disk. 
It is also useful to define the observability Gramian matrix of system (l), 
given I)y 
VT, f ) = ‘c’ Nj, T)‘C(j)‘C(j)@(j, T)> 7<t 
j=r 
Iu the seqiiel, we will often refer to the observability Gramian over one 
period, i.e., 
W,=W(t,t +T). 
It is well known (see the Appendix) that the mill space of W(T, t) corre- 
sponds to the unobservability subspace of the system (1) over the interval 
1 T, I]. Moreover, it can be shown (see, e.g., [2]) that the unobservability 
siil)space at time t ( 2;) is given by the null space of W( t, t + n'f ), i.e., 
.q=N[W(t,t+nT)]. 
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The syatenr ( 1) is said to be observable at time t if x-7 = { 0). Besides this 
elassic,al notion of observability, a different modal characterization can also 
1~ irrtrotlrrcetl, which is particularly suitable for our discussion. This char- 
ac,tcrizatiorr of observability, together with the analogous ones for reeon- 
strrretil)ility and detectability, is reported below for ease of reference. The 
eqrriv4enee lretween these definitions and the classical ones has been proved 
~II ]:3, 91. Parallel results valid for continuous-time periodic systems can be 
forriid ill [X, -I]. 
OBSERVABILITY. The system (1) [or the pe (A( o), C( *))I is observable at 
time t if and only if, for each eigenvalue h of @(, @!x = XX and C(j)@(j, t)x 
= 0, j E [t,t + T - 11, imply x = 0. 
RECONSTRUCTIBILITY. The system (1) [or the pair (A( .), C(l))] 5 recon- 
structible at time t if and only if, for each eigenvalue h # 0 of a,, @,x = hx 
and C(j)@(j, t)x = 0, j E [t, t + T - 11, imply x = 0. 
DETECTABILITY. The system (1) [or the pair (A( .), C( .))I is detectable at 
time t if and only if, for each eigenvalue X of %;t with 1 X ( > 1, s,x = Xx and 
C(j)Q(j, t)x = 0, j E [t, t + T - 11, imply x = 0. 
III [:i] it is proved that if the system (1) is reconstructible at an arbitrary 
tinre point I, it is reconstructible at any time point. The same is true for 
cletectal)ility (see [9]). This is not surprising, since detectability can be 
eqrrivalently defined in terms of stability of the unre~onstmctil,le part of the 
system, ad thus it is a property independent of t. On the contrary, system 
ol)serval)ility at a given F does not imply observability at a different time 
point rmless the system is reversible (again see [3]). Moreover, it is apparent 
front the alcove definitions that observability at a fixed i implies reconstnrct- 
iljility at any 1, which, in turn, implies detectability at any a. 
Notice that, when specialized to a time-invariant system of the form 
x(t +l) = Fx(t), 
y(t) = Wt), 
(2.a) 
(2.b) 
s( / ) E R”, y( t ) E R J’, the three definitions above turn out to coincide with 
the ~~sr~al PBII-like characterizations of observability, reconstr-nctibility, and 
tletcctal)ility (see, e.g., [El). Precisely, the system (2) [or the pair (F, H )] is 
ol)servalrle if and only if, for each eigenvalue X of F, Fn = hx and CX = 0 
inrply s = 0. The analogous definitions of reconstnretibility and detectability 
are 4i11lply o\)tained by considering only the eigenvalnes of F with X z 0 and 
(A 1 -a 1. respectively. 
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,\4sociated with the system (l), consider the periodic Lyapunov difference 
ullutiolr (PLDE) 
P(l)=A(t)‘P(t+l)A(t)+C(t)‘C(t) 
a~rtl the periodic Kiccati difference equation (PRDE) 
/‘(/)=.~(I)‘P(f+l)A(t)+C(t)‘C(t) 
-;\(t)‘P(t +l)H(t)[l+H(t)‘P(t+l)H(t)]‘H(t)‘P(t+l)il(t), 
\\-here ’ tlellotes transpose and ’ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse operation. 
The pllrpose of the present work is to analyze the properties of the symmetric 
7’-periodic solutions of the PLDE and PRDE. 
To con&de this section, let us introduce the following short notation to 
denote the (u)ntinuous or discrete) spectrum of a square matrix S. The 
~yn~l~ls v,,( S ). S,.(S), and 7,,(S) will represent the numbers of eigenvahies of 
S with negative, zero, and positive real part, respectively. The syml)ols v,,(S), 
6,,( S ). ~IKI 7;~ S ) will represent the numbers of eigenvalues of S with modulus 
less thall. eqrul to, and greater than 1, respectively. 
.> ,>. INE:H’I‘I:\ THEOREMS FOR THE PLDE 
In this section we will provide some inertia theorems for the periodic 
Lyapunov difference equation (PLDE). Under suitable assumptions on the 
pair (A( .), C( . )) (observability, reconstructibility, detectability), these theo- 
rems point out the relationship between the numbers of positive, zero, and 
negative eigenvalues of any symmetric periodic solution of the PLDE at a 
given time t and the numbers of eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix that 
lie inside, on, and outside the unit circle in the complex plane. 
In the following derivation, a key role will be played by the so-called 
discrete algebraic Lyapunov equation (DALE) 
Q = F’QF + 11’11 
associated with the system (2). For the DALE a number of inertia theorems 
are available in the literature. They can be summarized as follows. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that a symmetric solution Q of the DALE exists. 
(i) If the pair (F, H) is observable, then . 
T,(Q) = v,,(F), ~(9, = T,(F)> c?<.(o) = S,,( F) = 0. 
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(ii) 1.f the pair (F, H) is reconstructihle, then 
57, ((I) = V,,(F) - ?j”, v,.(Q) = T,,(F)> S,.(Q) = ij”, 8,,(F) =O, 
where qw is the dimension of the unohservability subspace of the system (2). 
(iii) Zf the pair (F, H) is detectable, then 
T,(Q) + S,.(O) = Q(P), r,(Q) = 71,,(P)> a,,( F ) = 0. 
(iv) Zf the pair (F, H) is detectable and g is the unique solution of the 
DALE, then the same result as in (ii) holds. 
The proofs can be found in [21] [point (i)], [lo] [points (ii) and (iv)], and 
[6] [point (iii)]. 
In order to derive the extension of this lemma to the PLDE, two more 
preliminary results are needed. They are given in Lemmas 2 and 3, below. 
bh1hf.i 2. Zf P( ) is u symmetric T-periodic solution of the PLDE, tlzw 
.f;,r (/)I y t, p, = F( t ) is u symmetric solution of the following DALE: 
P, = @IP,Q, + D/D,) (3) 
_- 
relrcw fi, is (III arbitrary matrix such that D,‘D, = w,. 
Proof. It is easy to show that the backward solution of the PLDE, 
starting from F( t + T) = F, is given by 
P(7)=@(t+T,7)‘P,@(t+1’,7)+W(7,t+1.), r<t+?‘. 
By imposing periodicity, i.e., P( t ) = p, the conclusion directly follows. w 
LEMMA 3. Consider the pair (A( .), C( .)) and the corresponding pair 
(a,, 0,). 
(i) Zf (A( .), C( .)) is observable at time t, then (Gr, D,) is observable. 
(ii) Zf (A( .),C(.)) is reconstructible at time t, then (Gr, 0,) is recon- 
structible. 
(iii) Zf (A( .), C( .)) is detectable at time t, then (ipI, 0,) is detectable. 
Proof. (i): Suppose by contradiction that the pair (%,, B,) is not ob- 
servable. Then there exist an eigenvalue X of 5, and a vector x $1 0 such that 
@,x = Ax, (4) 
D,x = 0. (3 
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1:sing * to denote conjugate transpose, it follows from (3) that 
I-I‘ 1 
s*l),‘I>,x = x*u;x = c x*~(j,r)‘C(j)‘C(j)~(j,t).z-=o 
j=l 
11~1c~. it is apparent that 
C(j)@(j,t)x=0, iE[fJ-t?‘-11. (6) 
Fillally, (A), (ci), and x + 0 lead to the contradiction. 
(ii) (iii): The proofs are completely analogolls except for the fact that 
otrly X # 0 and /XI 3 1, respectively, are considered. n 
Notice that the sufficient conditions stated in Lemma 3 are in fact also 
trecessary. HoLvever, the point is quite irrelevant to our pllrpose. 
1i-e are now it1 a position to prove the first inertia theorem for the PLDE. 
754 R t ) 1 = y,,( 60 ). (73) 
&j(f 1) = ~JW> (7.11) 
s,(P(t))=S,,(~,,,)=o. (7s) 
Proof: Lemma 2 implies that p, = P( t j is a solution of the DALE (3). 
Jloreover. in view of Lemma 3, the pair (6,, U,) is ol)serval)le. Hence, by 
applyi~rg Lemma l(i) to (3) and recalling that the eigenvalues of s, are 
ilrtlcpende~lt of f , the conclusion follows. n 
III vie\v of Theorem 1 it is easy to conclude that if the pair (A(. ), C( . )) is 
ol)scrval)le at any f, the equations (7) hold for any t as well. 
\\‘e will now consider the case of reconstl7~ctibility instead of ol)servaM- 
ity. To this aim, another relationship between the pairs (A( .), C( . )) and 
(a,. I>, ) has to be first pointed out. 
LEMMA 4. The unobservability subspace of the pair (A( .), C( . )) at time 
t coincides with the urwbservability subs-pace of the p&r (q,, 0,). 
IVoof. Let ly,a denote the unobservability s&pace associated with the 
pair ( ii( ), C( . )) at time t, and let 2: denote the unobservability subspace 
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a\4oc,iatetl \vith the pair (5,, 0, ). As previously recalled in Section 2, Xm call 
I w cuprcswd as 
x;=.V[w(t,t+n7‘)]. 
By considering the definition of the Gramian and applying periodicity one 
\I.( I. I + rr7‘) 
I ,,I’ I 
= C ~(j,t)‘c(j)‘c(j)~(j,t) 
,I-- 1 t+(k+l)T-I 
=c c @(i,t)‘C(i)‘C(i)@(i,t) 
k = 0 i=t+kT 
=“c’q,+L7.,(), ‘+(y” ’ @(i,t+kl’)‘C(i)‘C(i)@(i,t+k?‘) 
L 0 [ 1=/-L/ 
x @( f + k7‘, t ) 
I 
= “c @(t + kl’, t )’ 
r: 0 
’ x 
I ’ 
f: @( / + kl‘, t + kl’)‘C( I + kl‘)‘C( / + kl‘)@( I + k?‘, t + k7’) 
, == , I 
x @( t + k’f‘, t ) 
011 the other hand, the unol)serval)ility subspace for the constant pair 
(a,, I>, ) (I is fixed in this discussion) is given by 
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No\\.. it is apparent from (8) that 
W( t, t + n?‘) = O,O~. 
Since N[O,O,‘] = N[O:], the conclusion is drawn that 27 = zy. W 
It i4 \vorthwhile noticing that the dimension of the rtnobsetvability 
\ttl)space ‘7: generally depends on t (see, e.g., [2]). This is a peculiar 
difference I~tween discrete-time and cotttinttotts-tittle periodic systems. The 
tlinretr~iotr of S,w will be denoted by Fiy. 
7r,(P(t))=“,,(5(,)-iij-‘, (92) 
v,(P(t )) =75,(~.oL (9.1)) 
&(P(t))=np, (9.c) 
4,(@0) = 0. (9.d) 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2, 3(ii), and (4), it is clear that 
(i) p, = P(t) is a solution of the DALE (3); 
(ii) the pair (St, 0,) is reconstructible; 
(iii) the unobservability subspace of (5)’ 0,) has dimension equal to 5;‘. 
Thett. hittee the eigenvalues of %, are independent of I, Lemma l(ii) entails 
(9). W 
By frtrther weakening the assumption on the system (l), Theorems 3 and 
1 I)elo\v can I)e finally derived along the same line of reasoning used in the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 2, :3(iii), and l(iii). n 
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THEOREM 4. Let the PLDE admit a unique symmetric T-periodic 
soktion P( .), and suppose that (A( .), C( .)) is detectable. Then, for any t, 
the relutions (9) are verified. 
l’rooj: .,I moment’s reflection reveals that p, = ?‘( t ) is the cmique sym- 
irretric sohition of (S). Hence, the result follows from Lemmas 2, :3(iii), and 
l(iv). n 
\\Trctr analyzing prol)lems of stability for discrete-time periodic linear 
sy\tenis. oire is uslially interested in considering only positive semidefinite 
‘I+eriodic whitions of the PLDE. In this respect, the resiilts of this section 
cwi Ire specialized in the following corollary. 
(i) the system (1) is asymptotically stable; 
(ii) p( t ) is positive semidefinite for any t; _ 
(iii) P( .) is the unique T-periodic solution of the PLDE; 
(iv) for uny t, the number of zero eigenvalues of P(t) is equal to the 
dimension of the unohservahility s&space of (A( .), C( .)) at time t. 
Proof. (i): Since v,( P(i)) = 0, from Theorem :3 it is apparent that &c, has 
all eigenvalrres inside the unit circle. Hence, the systenr (1) is asymptotically 
stal)le. 
(ii): Directly from (10.1)) it follows that v,.( r( t )) = 0 Vt, i.e., r( t ) >, 0 Vt. 
(iii ): Thi\ conclusion is a direct conseqnence of the asymptotic stability of 
the sy4tenr (1) (see, e.g., [9]). 
(iv): The solution being unique, Theorem 4 entails that S,.( P( t )) = ii;” V t 
n 
The result stated in Corollary 1 is closely related to the se-called Lyapunov 
lemma for discrete-time periodic systems. This topic is discussed in [ 11. 
-I. INEXTI.2 THEOREMS FOR THE PRDE 
.,\ \inrple way to obtain inertia theorems for the periodic Riecati dif- 
ference eqiration (PRDE) consists of recognizing that any solution of the 
I’HDF is alw a solution of a suitably defined PLDE. This enables one to 
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apply the results presented in Section 3 to this latter equation. For instance, 
this approach has been followed in [18, 6, 71 in the colltillllous-time case. 
LEMMA 5. Let p( .) he a symmetric T-periodic solution of the PRDE. 
Then p( .) is a symmetric T-periodic solution of the foEZou;ing PLDE: 
(11) 
A(t)=A(t)-B(t)[l+B(t)‘P(t+l)H(t)]’B(t)’P(t+l)A(t) (12) 
i:(t)f(t)= C(t)‘C(t)+A(t)‘&+l)R(t) 
(1:3) 
I’roof. First, observe that, from (12), (13) and the periodicity of p(. ), 
the matrices A( ) and k( ) turn out to be T-periodic as weli. Then the proof 
is easily carried out hy substituting P( t ) and the expressions (12) and (1:3) in 
(11). n 
Consider now the pair (A(. ), k(. )) defined by (12) and (13) in correspon- 
dence with an arbitrary symmetric T-periodic matrix function p( .). In the 
follo\ving lemma it is shown that the properties of observability, reconstruct- 
il)ility, and detectability of the pair (A(. ), C( . )) hold unchanged for the pail 
( ;i( ). (:‘( . )). In the sequel, we will indic:te by &( t, T), t > T, the transition 
I * 
nlatrix associated with A( .), and by @, = @(t + T, t ) the corresponding 
nlouodromy matrix at time 2. 
LEMMA 6. Let p( .) be u symmetric T-periodic function, and consider 
the pair (A(*), C!( .)) defined by (12) urd (13). 
(i) Zf (A( .), C( .)) is observable at time t, then (& .), 6(. )) is observable 
at t. 
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(ii) lf (A( .), C( .)) is reconstructihle at time t, then (A( .), (:‘( .)) i.9 
reconstructible at t. 
(iii) If (A( . ), C( . )) is detectable at time t, then ( d( . ), 6( )) is rletectrdh 
(II I. 
I’mf. (i): By contradiction, suppose that (A( ’ ), k(. )) is not ol)semaMe 
at I. This means that there exist X and x # 0 such that 
6( t + 2’, t )x = Ax, (14) 
k(j)Qj&=0, je [t,t+l’-11. (15) 
By {Ising (15), it is obvious that 
x*~(j,t)‘~(j)‘C(j)~,(j,t)x=o, jE [t,t+vl] 
Theu, in view of (13), 
x*~(j,t)‘C(j)‘C(j)~(j,t)x+r*~(j,t)’A(j)’P(j+l)B(j) 
x {[I + B(j)‘P(j +l)R(j)]‘}eB(j)‘~(j + l)A(j)&(j, t)x 
= 0, 
Jo [t,t +I’-11. (16) 
Since both terms on the left-hand side of (16) are nonnegative, they must be 
actllally equal to zero separately. This, in turn, implies that 
C(j)&(j,t)x=o, jE [t,t+7’-11, (17) 
[z+~(j)‘r(j+l)R(j)]‘B(j)‘P(j+l)A(j)~(j,t)x=O, 
jE[t,t+I’-11. (18) 
By using (18), it results that 
&(j+l,t).r=d(j)&(j,t)x 
= {A(j)-R(j)[l+A(j)‘P(j+l)B(j)]’ 
x B(j)‘P(j + l)A( j)} &( j, t)r 
=A(j)@j,t)x, jE[t,t+7’-11. (19) 
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011 the other hand, the very definition of the transition matrix yields 
~(j+l,t)x=n(j)~(j,t)x vjat. (20) 
(;ompal-ing (19) and (20) and noticing that 6( t, t)x = @(t, t)x = x, it should 
\)e apparent that 
&(j, f )x = @(j, t )x, jE:[t.t+l’]. (21) 
Stll)~titllting (21) into (14) and (17), we finally obtain the contradicting 
c.o~~c.l~~s~o~~ that (A(. ),C( .)) is not observable at t. Thus, the proof is 
conrpleted. 
(ii)-(iii): The proof of point (i) can be repeated by considering only 
eigellvalues X of &(t + r, t) with h # 0 and 1x1 > 1, respectively. n 
Thanks to Lemmas 5 and 6, we have now all the ingredients to derive the 
nlailr results of this section, which are stated in Theorems 5, 6, and 7, below. 
In fact, these theorems can be easily proved by applying Theorems 1, 2, and 
~3 of Section :3 to the particular PLDE (11) that is obtained from the PRDE 
OII~V a sohltion P(. ) is known. 
Tmoma~ 5. Let the PRDE admit N ,synmetric l’-periodic solution p( ), 
clt~tl .vrrppo.w that (A( .), C( .)) is observable ut time t. Then 
dw=r:,($,), v,.(W)) = &,i, ~~.(P(t))=s,,(~,,)=o. 
‘I‘HE0REh1 6. Ixt tlzc PRDE admit ~1 synmetric Aperiodic solution p( .), 
cirrtl .~rrppow thclt ( A( ), C( . )) is reconstructihle. Then, for any t , 
ri.lww + ^ ,^ is the dimension of the unohservuhility suhspace of the puir 
( A( . ), C( )) c1t tinrc t. 
THEOREM 7. Let tlw PRDE admit a symmetric l~periodic solution p( . ), 
UJ,d sup,po.w tht (A( * ), C( . )) is detectnhle. Then, for my t, 
~,(P(f))+6,(P(t))=1~,,(~*), Gw = %(Q a,,( &) = 0. 
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Notice that the counterpart of Theorem 4 for the PRDE cannot be 
directly derived along the same line of reasoning, since there is no evidence 
that the uniqueness of the solution of a PRDE implies the uniqueness of the 
solution of the corresponding PLDE (11). 
Ol)seile now that, from the definition (12), ff(. ) is the dynamic matrix of 
tlrc ckrsed-loop system obtained from the system (1) through the feedback 
c~ontrol la\\. 
n(l)= - [z+H(t)‘~(t+l)H(t)]‘l3(t)‘P(t+l)A(t)s(f). (22) 
I1circ.e. $, can be interpretecl as the monodromy matrix at time t of such a 
systeni. and its eigenvalues determine the stability of the closed-loop system. 
Follo~vii~g this interpretation, a significant corollary can be derived from 
T~WOITIN 7, above, the proof of which is completely a~dogo~~s to that of 
<corollary 1 in Section :3. 
\ a final remark, observe that the inertia theorems presented in this 
section cm be straightforwardly specialized to the time-invariant case, when 
the algelmuc Riccati equation is considered. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The inertia theorems presented in this paper are an extension to the 
periodic discrete-time case of some results recently obtained for the periodic 
Lyapunov differential equation and periodic Riccati differential equation. 
The theorems stated in terms of reconstructibility are peculiar to the 
discrete-time case, since the properties of observability and reconstructibility 
actually coincide for continuous-time periodic systems. This basic difference 
is essentially due to the fact that a discrete-time system may be nonreversible. 
Standard situations in which nonreversible periodic systems must be handled 
arise in the analysis of multirate sampled-data systems; see e.g. [22]. 
The results provided in this paper concern the properties of the periodic 
\c)hitions of PLDE and PRDE under the assumption that these sohitions exist. 
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III t Ire tle\elopnlent of a complete theory for PLDE and PKDE:, further 
iir\.c\tigatic,iI ha\ to be carried out in order to assess different results, a~lcli as 
tlrcx esi\teticc arrd uniqueness of the periodic solution or convergenc’e of a 
\ollltioll to the periodic one. Research on these topics is currently undenvay. 
Iii this appendix the basic definitions of observal~ility, re~oustl-rtctil)ility, 
aircl tletectal)ility for discrete-time time-varying linear systems are provided 
for c’ii\t~ of reference. 
(:oirsitlcr the system 
x(t +1)=.,2(t)s(t)+R(r)rr(t). 
Y(t)=C(t)w(l). 
where t E Z (the set of integers), x( t ) E R”, n( t ) E R”‘, y( t ) E R”, and 
A( ), B( .), C( . ) are matrix fmlctions of suitable dimensions. The matrix 
@(t,,r)=A(t-l)A(t-2).-,A(7). t> 7, and @(t,~)= I, t = 7, is called 
the system transiticn matrix. 
Ohsertluhility 
The state z is unobservable over the time interval [T, t], T -C t, if to the 
free motion starting at x( 7) = z there corresponds y( j ) = 0, V j E [ 7, t - 11. 
The set of states that are unobservable over [ 7, t] is a subspace %“( T: t ) 
called the unobservability subspace over [T, t]. 
The state 2 is unobservable at time T if z E I(“( T, t ) V t > T. The set of 
states that are unobservable at T is a subspaue xw( 7) called the unobservabii- 
ity subspace at T. 
The 4111)4paccs S “( 7, t ) = Sw( 7, t ) ’ and Sw( T ) = S”( 7) ’ are usually 
rc>fcrrecl to ah the observability subspaces over [T, I] and at time T, respec- 
ti\Yly. 
The syatenl is said to be completely observable at time T if .Y”( T) = R”. 
Filrally. the system is said to be completely observable ~$en Sw( T) = R” ~7. 
It i\ easy to prove (see e.g. [Is]) that sw(T, f ) = Av(\'\'(T, t )], Where, 
T<f, 
,=T 
is the ol)~erval)ility Cramian associated to the system. 
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The state z is ~lnreconst~-uctil,le over the time interval [T, t], 7 < t, if 
there exists a free motion ending in x( t ) = 2 that results in y(j) = 0 
V’i E [ 7, t - 11. Th e set of states that are unreconstructible over [ 7, t] is a 
u~l)\pace .y”( T, t ) called the unreconstructibility subspace over [T, t]. 
The state 3 is unreconstnlctible at time t if z E x”( 7, t ) VT < t. The set 
of states that are unreconstructible at t is a subspace s”( t ) called the 
ulrrecollatillctiI,ility subspace at t. 
The sul)spaces Xp( 7, t ) = ,yp( 7, t ) L and Sl’( t ) = %:“( t ) L are usually 
referred to as the reconstructibility s&spaces over [T, t] and at time t, 
req~ectively. 
The system is said to be completely reconstructible at time t if X”( t ) = R”. 
Fil4ly. the system is said to be completely reconstmctible when S”( t ) = R” 
v/. 
In general, it is not possible to define a reconstn~ctibility Gramian. The 
tlefinitiorl can be given for reversible systems only. 
:\ comprehensive treatment of the structure theory of discrete-time lineal 
syhtema with a detailed discussion of the notions of observability and reco11- 
stnlctibility (as well as the dual notions of reachability and controllability) is 
reported in [Z]. 
.\ precise definition of detectability can be fonnd in [I]. In the particular 
C;IW of periodic systems, this notion can be easily interpreted in terms of the 
Kal11ra11 canonical decomposition of the system. Precisely, the following 
ch~~rwcterizatiotl holds: The system is detectable if and only if its unrecon- 
stnictil)le part is asymptotically stable. 
For flIrther details on different characterizations of the detectability of 
periodic systems see 191. 
‘1‘hi.s pnpr’r ILYIS supported hy Centro di Teoriu dei Sistemi tlcl CXR cd hy 
dl.P.1. 
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